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Thermal frequency fluctuations in optical cavities limit the sensitivity of precision experiments ranging from gravita-
tional wave observatories to optical atomic clocks. Conventional modeling of these noises assumes a linear response of
the optical field to the fluctuations of cavity frequency. Fundamentally, however, this response is nonlinear. Here we show
that nonlinearly transduced thermal fluctuations of cavity frequency can dominate the broadband noise in photodetec-
tion, even when the magnitude of fluctuations is much smaller than the cavity linewidth. We term this noise “thermal
intermodulation noise” and show that for a resonant laser probe it manifests as intensity fluctuations. We report and
characterize thermal intermodulation noise in an optomechanical cavity, where the frequency fluctuations are caused
by mechanical Brownian motion, and find excellent agreement with our developed theoretical model. We demonstrate
that the effect is particularly relevant to quantum optomechanics: using a phononic crystal Si3N4 membrane with a
low-mass, soft-clamped mechanical mode, we are able to operate in the regime where measurement quantum backaction
contributes as much force noise as the thermal environment does. However, in the presence of intermodulation noise,
quantum signatures of measurement are not revealed in direct photodetection. The reported noise mechanism, while
studied for an optomechanical system, can exist in any optical cavity. © 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of

theOSAOpen Access Publishing Agreement
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1. INTRODUCTION

Optical cavities are an enabling technology for precision exper-
iments, including gravitational wave detection [1], ultrastable
lasers [2], cavity quantum electrodynamics [3], and cavity optome-
chanics [4]. Depending on the application, they can be exquisite
detectors for performing quantum-limited measurements [5]
or highly stable frequency references for clock lasers [2]. In both
cases, the performance is limited by fundamental thermody-
namic frequency fluctuations that exist in any cavity at finite
temperature, be it as a result of the Brownian motion of mirror
surfaces, fluctuations of the refractive index, or the thermoelastic
effect [6,7]. Minimizing these fluctuations has played a key role
in the design of interferometric gravitational wave detectors [8],
motivated the development of crystalline mirror coatings [9] and
cryogenic operation of reference cavities for optical frequency
metrology [10].

Thermal noises are particularly strong in optical cavities at
the micro- and nanoscale. High-finesse optical microcavities are
increasingly employed in a variety of precision measurements,

ranging from compact reference cavities using crystalline microres-
onators [11–13] to photonic integrated microresonator-based
quantum optics experiments [14–16]. In optical frequency
metrology, driven Kerr nonlinear microresonators produce octave-
spanning combs [17] whose carrier envelope frequency is thermal
noise limited [18]. In such microcavities thermal fluctuations are
particularly prominent because of the small mode volume [19–21].

The conventional framework in which optical measurements
are described assumes linear transduction of cavity frequency
fluctuations into the optical field, justified by the frequency excur-
sions being small compared to the cavity linewidth. However, the
nonlinearity of transduction is inherently present in any cavity. It
gives rise to qualitatively new effects and results in the conversion
of Gaussian fluctuations of cavity frequency into non-Gaussian
fluctuations of the optical field. When a cavity is coupled to a quan-
tum system, this phenomenon has been proposed for performing
nonlinear quantum measurements [22–24], which cannot be
described within the leading-order perturbation theory [5]. At the
same time, the nonlinear conversion of thermal frequency fluctua-
tions can impose qualitatively new constraints on a broad range of
precision experiments, which to date have not been analyzed.
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Here we report for the first time to our knowledge that the
nonlinear modulation of the optical field by thermal frequency
fluctuations can manifest as a broadband added noise in detec-
tion, the bandwidth of which is limited by the cavity decay rate.
We refer to this noise as thermal intermodulation noise (TIN)
since it mixes different Fourier components of cavity frequency
fluctuations. This noise dominates when the linearly transduced
thermal fluctuations are small, such as when detecting the inten-
sity of a near-resonant optical probe. As it is the leading-order
contribution, TIN it is not necessarily negligible, even when the
nonlinearity of cavity transduction is small.

We experimentally observe and study TIN in a membrane-in-
the-middle (MIM) optomechanical system [25,26]—a promising
platform for room-temperature quantum optomechanical experi-
ments [27,28]—and find excellent agreement with our developed
theoretical model. Using a Si3N4 membrane resonator hosting a
high-Q and low-mass soft-clamped mode [29,30], we operate at a
nominal quantum cooperativity of unity, i.e., in the regime where
the linear measurement quantum backaction (arising from radia-
tion pressure quantum fluctuations) is expected to overwhelm the
thermal motion. This regime is required for a range of quantum-
enhanced measurement protocols [31–33] and for generation of
optical squeezed states [34,35]. Yet the nonlinearity of our cavity
prevents the observation of quantum correlations between the
field quadratures and manifests itself in TIN significantly above
the shot noise (i.e., quantum noise) level. Surprisingly, we find
that TIN dominates the fluctuations of the intensity of the optical
field even when the thermally induced frequency fluctuations
are substantially smaller than the cavity linewidth. Since TIN is
a coherent effect, it only requires the knowledge of spectrum of
cavity frequency fluctuations to be modeled, and our experimental
data is well matched by a model with no free parameters.

We show that for a particular “magic” detuning from the cav-
ity, TIN is fully cancelled in direct detection, and we propose a
more general cancellation scheme suitable for arbitrary detuning.
Our observations, while made for an optomechanical system, are
broadly applicable, irrespective of the underlying thermal noise
source. Thermal intermodulation noise can be of relevance to any
cavity-based measurement scheme at finite temperature.

2. THEORY OF THERMAL INTERMODULATION
NOISE

We begin by presenting the theory of thermal intermodulation
noise in the classical regime with the assumption that the cavity
frequency fluctuations are slow compared to the optical decay rate.
We concentrate on the lowest-order, i.e., quadratic, nonlinearity
of the cavity detuning transduction. We consider (as in our experi-
mental setup) an optical cavity with two ports, which is driven by a
laser coupled to port 1. The output from port 2 is directly detected
on a photodiode. In the classical regime, i.e., neglecting vacuum
fluctuations, the complex amplitude of the intracavity optical field
a and the output field sout,2 can be found from the input-output
relations

da(t)
dt
=

(
i1(t)−

κ

2

)
a(t)+

√
κ1sin,1, (1)

sout,2(t)=−
√
κ2a(t), (2)

where s in,1 is the constant coherent drive amplitude; 1(t)=
ωL −ωc (t) is the laser detuning from the cavity resonance,
modulated by the cavity frequency noise; and κ1,2 are the exter-
nal coupling rates of ports 1 and 2 (κ1 = κ2 in our case) and
κ = κ1 + κ2. In the fast cavity limit, when the optical field
adiabatically follows1(t), the intracavity field is found as

a(t)= 2

√
η1

κ
L(ν(t))sin,1, (3)

where we introduced for brevity the normalized detuning
ν = 21/κ , the cavity decay ratios η1,2 = κ1,2/κ , and Lorentzian
susceptibility

L(ν)=
1

1− iν
. (4)

Expanding L in Eq. (3) over small detuning fluctuations δν around
the mean value ν0 up to the second order, we find the intracavity
field as

a = 2

√
η1

κ
L(ν0)(1+ i L(ν0)δν − L(ν0)

2δν2)sin,1. (5)

According to Eq. (5), the intracavity field is modulated by the cav-
ity frequency excursion δν and the frequency excursions squared
δν2. If δν(t) is a stationary Gaussian noise process, like typical
thermal noises, the linear and quadratic contributions are uncorre-
lated (despite clearly not being independent). This is due to the fact
that odd-order correlations vanish for Gaussian noise:

〈δν(t)2δν(t + τ)〉 = 0, (6)

where 〈. . .〉 is the time average, for an arbitrary time delay τ . Next
we consider the photodetected signal, which, up to a conversion
factor, equals the intensity of the output light and is found to be

I (t)= |s out,2(t)|2

∝ |L(ν0)|
2

(
1−

2ν0

1+ ν2
0

δν(t)+
3ν2

0 − 1

(1+ ν2
0)

2 δν(t)
2

)
. (7)

Notice that δν(t) and δν(t)2 can be distinguished by their
detuning dependence [36]. The linearly transduced fluctuations
vanish on resonance (ν0 = 0), where ∂|L |2/∂ν = 0. Similarly,
when ∂2

|L |2/∂ν2
= 0, the quadratic frequency fluctuations van-

ish, and thus so does the thermal intermodulation noise. We refer
to the corresponding detuning values

ν0 =±1/
√

3 (8)

as “magic.” In the following experiments, we will make measure-
ments at ν0 =−1/

√
3 and ν0 = 0 to independently characterize

the spectra of δν(t) and δν(t)2, respectively.
The total spectrum [37] of the detected signal I (t) is an

incoherent sum of the linear term given by

Sνν[ω] =
∫
∞

−∞

〈δν(t)δν(t + τ)〉e iωτdτ (9)

and the quadratic term, which for Gaussian noise can be found
using Wick’s theorem [38]:

〈δν(t)2δν(t + τ)2〉 = 〈δν(t)2〉2 + 2〈δν(t)δν(t + τ)〉2 (10)
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as

S(2)νν [ω] =
∫
∞

−∞

〈δν(t)2δν(t + τ)2〉e iωτdτ

= 2π〈δν2
〉

2δ[ω] + 2×
1

2π

∫
∞

−∞

Sνν[ω′]Sνν[ω−ω′]dω′,

(11)

where δ[ω] is the Dirac delta function.

3. BROWNIAN INTERMODULATION NOISE

In an optomechanical cavity, the dominant source of cavity fre-
quency fluctuations is the Brownian motion of mechanical modes
coupled to the cavity:

δν(t)= 2
G
κ

x (t), (12)

where G =−∂ωc/∂x is the linear optomechanical coupling
constant and x is the total resonator displacement, i.e., the
sum of independent contributions xn of different mechanical
modes (the effect of the finite cavity mode waist is treated in the
Supplement 1). The spectrum of the Brownian frequency noise is
then found to be

Sνν[ω] =
(

2G
κ

)2 ∑
n

Sx x ,n[ω], (13)

where Sx x ,n[ω] are the displacement spectra of individual
mechanical modes (see the Supplement 1 for more details). The
thermomechanical frequency noise given by Eq. (13) produces
TIN that contains peaks at sums and differences of mechanical
resonance frequencies and a broadband background due to the off-
resonant components of thermal noise as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
The magnitude of the intermodulation noise is related to the
quadratic spectrum of the total mechanical displacement S(2)xx as

S(2)νν = (2G/κ)4S(2)xx . (14)

A reservation needs to be made: the theory presented in
Section 2 is only strictly applicable to an optomechanical cav-
ity when the input power is sufficiently low, such that the driving
of mechanical motion by radiation pressure fluctuations created by
the intermodulation noise is negligible; otherwise the fluctuations
of x (t) and δν(t) may deviate from purely Gaussian, and corre-
lations exist between δν(t) and δν(t)2. On a practical level, this
reservation has minor significance for our experiment. Also, the
presence of linear dynamical backaction of radiation pressure does
not change the results of Section 2 but does modify Sxx.

Thermal intermodulation noise can preclude the observation
of linear quantum correlations, which are induced by the vacuum
fluctuations of radiation pressure between the quadratures of light
and manifest as ponderomotive squeezing [34,35], Raman side-
band asymmetry [39], and the cancellation of shot noise in force
measurements [32,33]. The observation of quantum correlations
typically requires selecting a mechanical mode with high quality
factor Q, a spectral neighbourhood free from other modes, and a
high optomechanical coupling rate. If TIN is taken into account,
simply increasing the quantum cooperativity is not sufficient, and
the following condition also needs to be satisfied:

(a)

(c)
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Fig. 1. Physical mechanism of optomechanical thermal intermodula-
tion noise. (a) Transduction of the oscillator’s motion to the phase (upper
panel) and amplitude (lower panel) quadratures of resonant intracavity
light. (b) Spectra of linear (upper panel) and quadratic (lower panel)
position fluctuations of a multimode resonator, showing the emergence
of wideband noise. (c) Experimental setup in which TIN is studied con-
sisting of a MIM optomechanical system. PM/AM, phase/amplitude
modulator; ESA, electronic spectrum analyzer.

Cq

( g 0

κ

)2
0m n̄th

S(2)xx [ω]

x 4
zpf

� 1. (15)

Here Cq = 4g 2
0 n̄c/(κ0m n̄th)& 1 is the quantum cooperativity,

g 0 = G
√
~/(2meff�m), and n̄c is the intracavity photon number.

The selected mechanical mode is characterized by the resonance
frequency �m , the damping rate 0m , the effective mass meff, and
the thermal phonon occupancy n̄th = kB T/(~�m). From the
condition given by Eq. (15), one can immediately observe that by
reducing the mechanical dissipation and g 0/κ , one can keep the
quantum cooperativity constant while lowering the intermodula-
tion noise. The engineering of the mode spectrum to reduce S(2)xx
at the desired frequency might also be a fruitful approach. One
way to accomplish this would be selectively coupling the cavity to
only one high-Q mechanical mode so that S(2)xx is peaked at twice
the mechanical resonance frequency and has most of its power
outside a detection band centered on the mechanical resonance
frequency. Selectively coupling to modes of solid-state mechanical
resonators, however, is experimentally challenging, especially at
low frequencies [megahertz (MHz) range and below]. The selec-
tivity can be improved by working with the fundamental resonator
mode, which has the largest rms thermal displacement fluctuations
and therefore dominates S(2)xx .

The nonlinearity of the cavity-laser detuning response, which
produces TIN, modulates the optical field proportional to x 2 in a
way analogous to, but not equivalent to, quadratic optomechanical
coupling ∂2ωc/∂x 2. It was noticed that the cavity transduc-
tion commonly results in an effective quadratic coupling that is
orders of magnitude stronger than the highest experimentally
reported ∂2ωc/∂x 2 (in terms of the optical signal proportional to
x 2 [22,23]). In the Supplement 1, it is shown that the same is true
in the MIM system. Here the quadratic signal originating from

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12928064
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12928064
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12928064
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nonlinear transduction, which creates the intermodulation noise,
is larger than the signals due to nonlinear optomechanical coupling
∂2ωc/∂x 2 by a factor of rF , where r is the membrane reflectivity
andF is the optical finesse.

4. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION OF THERMAL
INTERMODULATION NOISE

Our experimental setup, shown in Fig. 1(c), comprises a MIM
cavity consisting of two high-reflectivity mirrors and a chip with
high-stress stoichiometric Si3N4 membrane sandwiched directly
between them. The MIM cavity is situated in a vacuum cham-
ber at room temperature and probed in transmission. See the
Supplement 1 for more details.

A. Intermodulation Noise in a Cavity with a Uniform
Membrane

We first characterize the TIN in cavities with 20 nm thick uniform
square membranes of different sizes. The optomechanical coop-
erativity was kept low in order to eliminate dynamical backaction
of the light; this was achieved by increasing the vacuum pressure
and keeping the mechanical modes gas damped to Q ∼ 103. The
reflection signals of two resonances of a MIM cavity with a 2 mm
membrane are presented in Fig. 2(a). The resonances have similar
optical linewidths (about 15 MHz), but their optomechanical
coupling is different by a factor of 10. The resonance with high
coupling (g 0/2π = 150 Hz) shows clear signatures of thermal
noise. For this resonance, the total rms thermal frequency fluctu-
ations are expected to be around 2 MHz, which is still well below

the cavity linewidth κ/2π = 16 MHz. The detuning scan rates are
approximately 1 THz/s for both plots in Fig. 2(a).

Thermal fluctuations of the reflection signal are clearly observed
in the right panel of Fig. 2(a), even when the laser is resonant with
the cavity. This is not expected in linear optomechanics, where the
mechanical motion only modulates the phase of a resonant laser
probe. Typical spectra of the detected noise are shown in Fig. 2(d)
for a cavity with a different, 1 mm, square membrane. With the
laser detuned from the cavity resonance (close to the “magic”
detuning ν0 ≈−1/

√
3), the transmission signal is dominated by

the Brownian motion of membrane modes transduced by the cav-
ity [shown in Fig. 2(d)] and by the extraneous thermal noise from
the mirrors, in agreement with the prediction of linear optome-
chanics. The magnitude of thermomechanical noise is gradually
reduced at high frequencies due to the averaging of membrane
mode profiles [40,41] over the cavity waist, until it meets shot
noise at around 15 MHz. With the laser on resonance, from linear
optomechanics it is expected that the output signal is shot-noise
limited. However, the experimental signal [shown in Fig. 2(e)]
contains a large amount of thermal noise—at an input power of
5 µW the classical relative intensity noise (RIN) exceeds the shot
noise level by about 25 dB at MHz frequencies. The spectrum
of the resonant RIN is different from the spectrum of detuning
fluctuations, owing to the nonlinear origin of the noise. At high
frequency, the RIN level approaches shot noise, as verified by the
optical power dependence (see the Supplement 1).

An unambiguous proof of the intermodulation origin of the
resonant intensity noise is obtained by examining the scaling of the
noise level with G/κ . In thermal equilibrium, the spectral density
of frequency fluctuations δν(t) created by a particular membrane is
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Fig. 2. Observation of optomechanical thermal intermodulation noise. (a), (b), and (c) show measurements for a MIM cavity with a 2 mm square mem-
brane. (a) Cavity reflection signal as the laser is scanned over two resonances, with low (left) and high (right) optomechanical coupling. (b) Dependence
of resonant relative intensity noise (RIN), averaged over 0.6–1.6 MHz, on the input power. Parameters: κ/2π = 9.9 MHz, g 0/2π = 84 Hz for the funda-
mental mode. The interval of±1 standard deviation around the mean is shaded gray. (c) Dependence of the average RIN in a 0.6–1.6 MHz band on g 0/κ .
(d) Detuning noise of a MIM cavity with a 1 mm square membrane, κ/2π = 26.6 MHz, and g 0/2π = 330 Hz for the fundamental mode, measured at the
laser detuning 21/κ ≈−1/

√
3. (e) Resonant RIN measured under the same conditions as in (d) but at1= 0.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of theoretical and experimental frequency and res-
onant intensity noises. (a) Detuning fluctuation and (b) relative intensity
noise spectra produced by the modes of a 20 nm thick, 0.3 mm, rectan-
gular, Si3N4 membrane. Red shows the experimental data, and blue is the
theoretical prediction.

proportional to (G/κ)2, and therefore the spectral density of inter-
modulation noise is expected to be proportional to (G/κ)4. We
confirm this scaling by measuring the resonant intensity noise for
different optical resonances of a cavity with a 2 mm membrane and
present in Fig. 2(c) the average noise magnitude as a function of
g 0/κ , where g 0 is the optomechanical coupling of the fundamental
mode. By performing a sweep of the input laser power on one of
the resonances of the same cavity, we show [see Fig. 2(b)] that the
resonant intensity noise level is power independent, and therefore
the noise is not related to radiation pressure effects.

The TIN observed in our experiments agrees well with our
theoretical model. By calculating the spectrum of total membrane
fluctuations according to Eq. (13) and applying the convolution
formula from Eq. (11) (see the Supplement 1 for full details), we
can accurately reproduce the observed noise. In Fig. 3, we com-
pare the measured detuning and intensity noise spectra with the
theoretical model. Here we assume that the damping rates of all
the membrane modes are identical, as the experiment is operated
in the gas-damping-dominated regime. While this model is not
detailed enough to reproduce all the noise features, it accurately
reproduces the overall magnitude and the broadband envelope of
the intermodulation noise observed in the experiment.

We would like to address two potential confounding effects:
laser frequency noise and dissipative coupling . The intensity noise
of the laser was below 10−12 Hz−1 for frequencies above 100 kHz
and therefore negligible in all resonant RIN measurements. In
the same frequency range, the frequency noise of the laser is below
1 Hz2/Hz, which is, again, much lower than the thermome-
chanical noise. For more details on the extraneous noises, see the
Supplement 1. As dissipative coupling leads to the modulation
of optical linewidth by mechanical position, it could also poten-
tially explain intensity noise in a resonant optical field. Although
dissipative coupling is generally present in MIM cavities [41],
the magnitude of this noise is expected to be orders of magnitude
below that measured in our experiments (see the Supplement 1).

Moreover, dissipative coupling cannot explain the observed scal-
ing of resonant RIN (∝ (G/κ)4) and the absence of correlation
between the RIN level and the excess optical loss added by the
membrane.

B. Thermal Intermodulation Noise Caused by a
Soft-Clamped Phononic Crystal Membrane

Localized (“soft-clamped”) defect modes in stressed phononic
crystal (PnC) resonators can have quality factors in excess of 108 at
room temperature due to enhanced dissipation dilution [29,42].
Owing to their high Q and low effective mass, which result in
low thermal force noise SFF,th = 2kB Tmeff0m , these modes are
promising for quantum optomechanics experiments [43].

In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) we present Si3N4 PnC membranes with
soft-clamped modes optimized for low effective mass and high
Q. The phononic crystals are formed by the hexagonal pattern
of circular holes introduced in Ref. [29], which creates a band
gap for flexural modes. The phononic crystal is terminated to
the silicon frame at half the hole radii in order to prevent mode
localization at the membrane edges—such modes have low Q and
can have frequencies within the phononic band gap, contami-
nating the spectrum. Figure 4(a) shows a microscope image of a
resonator with a trampoline defect, featuring meff = 3.8 ng and
Q = 1.65× 108 at 0.853 MHz, corresponding to a thermal force
noise SFF,th = 13 aN/

√
Hz. Another resonator, shown in Fig. 4(b),

is a 2 mm phononic crystal membrane with a defect engineered to
create a single mode localized in the middle of the phononic band
gap. The displayed sample has Q = 7.4× 107 at 1.46 MHz and
meff = 1.1 ng, corresponding to SFF,th = 34 aN/

√
Hz.

The phononic band gap spectrally isolates soft-clamped
modes from the thermomechanical noise created by the rest
of the membrane spectrum. Nevertheless, when a PnC mem-
brane is incorporated in a MIM cavity the entire multitude of
membrane modes contributes to the TIN even within band-gap
frequencies, as TIN is produced by a nonlinear process. Figure 5(a)
shows the spectrum of light transmitted through a resonance of
MIM cavity with g 0/2π = 0.9 kHz for the soft-clamped mode,
κ/2π = 34 MHz, and C0 = 2.5. The noise at band-gap frequen-
cies is dominated by TIN, which exceeds the shot noise by 4 orders
of magnitude. The spectrum also shows a dispersive feature in the

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Microscope images of PnC membranes (top) and
ringdowns of their soft-clamped, localized modes (bottom).
(a) 3.6 mm× 3.3 mm× 40 nm membrane with a localized mode at
853 kHz; (b) 2 mm× 2 mm× 20 nm membrane with a localized mode
at 1.46 MHz.
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middle of the band gap, which is a signature of classical correla-
tions due to the intracavity TIN exciting the localized mechanical
mode. The mechanical resonator in this case is a 2 mm square PnC
membrane with the patterning shown in Fig. 4(b), but made of
40 nm thick Si3N4. The membrane has a single soft-clamped mode
with Q = 4.1× 107 at 1.55 MHz, as characterized immediately
before inserting the membrane in the cavity assembly. The input
power in the measurement was 100 µW after correcting for spatial
mode matching, which corresponds to a nominal Cq ≈ 1. The shot
noise level was calibrated in a separate measurement by directing an
independent laser beam on the detector.

We next present in Fig. 5(b) the dependence of the band-gap
noise level on the laser detuning, measured on a different optical
resonance of the same MIM cavity and at lower input power. The
measurement shows that the in-band-gap excess noise is domi-
nated by TIN at all detunings except for the immediate vicinity
of the “magic” detuning ν0 =−1/

√
3. Around ν0 =−1/

√
3

the excess noise is consistent with the substrate noise of an empty
cavity (see the Supplement 1). The total noise level is well fitted
by our model, which includes both Sνν and S(2)νν contributions
to the detected signal and accounts for the radiation pressure
cooling (full details are given in the Supplement 1). In the mea-
surement in Fig. 5(b), g 0/2π = 360 Hz for the localized mode,
κ/2π = 24.8 MHz, and the input power was 30µW. Note that the
relation between the special densities of the linear and quadratic
fluctuations in the band gap do not reflect the relation between the
rms magnitudes of their contributions. The linear position fluc-
tuations are low at band-gap frequencies, such that the quadratic
contribution dominates the output spectrum even at large detun-
ings from resonance, where the linear and quadratic transduction
factors are of the same order. At the same time, the integral rms
magnitude of the linear signal is always larger in our experiments,
such that the second-order approximation of the transduction
nonlinearity is valid.

The intensity of the detected light in our measurement is pro-
portional to the intensity of the intracavity field. Therefore, the
suppression of TIN at the magic detuning necessarily implies the
suppression of the corresponding radiation pressure noise, which
otherwise can lead to classical heating of the mechanical oscillator

and thereby limit the true quantum cooperativity. Classical radia-
tion pressure fluctuations due to linearly transduced mirror noise
remain when operating at the magic detuning, which can also lead
to oscillator heating.

5. A SCHEME TO CANCEL INTERMODULATION
NOISE IN DETECTION

The existence of a “magic” detuning at which TIN is canceled in
direct detection hints at a more general scheme. We show next that
TIN can be removed from the measurement of an arbitrary optical
quadrature at arbitrary cavity detuning by an appropriate choice
of local oscillator in single-port homodyne detection. Single-port
homodyning is a quantum-limited detection scheme if the signal
beam is combined with a local oscillator on a highly asymmetric
beam splitter.

Keeping terms up to the second order in δν, the complex ampli-
tude of the optical field s in front of the photodetector of a single-
port homodyne is given by

s = s 0 + s 1δν + s 2δν
2, (16)

where s 1 ∝ L ′(ν0) and s 2 ∝ L ′′(ν0). The carrier s 0 = r e iθ can be
set arbitrarily by an appropriate choice of the local oscillator phase
and amplitude. The photocurrent is found as

I = |s 0|
2
+ (s ∗0 s 1 + s 0s ∗1 )δν + (s

∗

0 s 2 + s 0s ∗2 + |s 1|
2)δν2. (17)

At a given detection quadrature θ , it is always possible to null the
coefficient in front of the quadratic term δν2 by choosing the local
oscillator such that

r =−|s 1|
2/(e−iθ s 2 + e iθ s ∗2 ). (18)

In this way the quadratic signal is absent from the measurement
record, and the nonlinearity of cavity transduction is in effect
canceled by the nonlinearity of photodetection.

The cancellation of intermodulation noise allows cavity-based
measurements limited by quantum vacuum fluctuations or extra-
neous thermal noises of the cavity, as in the ideal linear case. One
caveat, however, is that if the cavity has a nonlinearity other than

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12928064
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the transduction nonlinearity, the effect of intermodulation on
intracavity dynamics, in general, will not be eliminated by the
proposed cancellation scheme. Optomechanical cavities are non-
linear due to the radiation pressure interaction, and in this case
intermodulation noise can lead to classical fluctuations of radiation
pressure that heat the mechanical oscillator.

6. RELATION TO NONLINEAR QUANTUM
MEASUREMENTS

When a cavity is used as a meter to perform measurements on
quantum systems [5], the intracavity photon number n̂c is cou-
pled to an observable of the system x̂ by means of the interaction
Hamiltonian

Ĥint = ~ωc (x̂ )n̂c , (19)

whereωc is the cavity frequency. The detected variable of the meter
is the propagating optical field. If the coupling between the sys-
tem and the meter is weak, the only way of performing nonlinear
measurements, i.e., measurements of x̂ 2, is to create a nonlinear
coupling ωc ∝ x 2 [44,45]. In quantum optomechanics, where the
microscopic system is a harmonic oscillator and x is its position,
quadratic measurements allow quantum nondemolition measure-
ments of the oscillator energy [46]. Such measurements can be
used for the observation of phononic jumps [44,45], phononic
shot noise [47], and the creation of mechanical squeezed states
[48] if the effects of linear measurement backaction are kept small
[23,44]. While considerable efforts have been dedicated to realiz-
ing nonlinear optomechanical coupling, achievable coupling rates
remain modest [25,49], and the corresponding experiments so far
have been deeply in the classical regime.

A different path towards nonlinear measurements [22] opens
as the sensitivity of the meter is increased, for example, by increas-
ing the finesse of the optical cavity. Eventually measurements
enter the regime when the information is still obtained gradually,
but the first-order perturbation theory [50] is not sufficient to
describe the measurement process [51]. In this regime, nonlinear
measurements are possible with linear coupling ωc ∝ x , which
was experimentally demonstrated [23,24,36], yet in the classical
domain. At the same time it was shown in [23], and as we also show
in this work (see Supplement 1), that under quite typical experi-
mental conditions the nonlinearity of a cavity as a meter is orders
of magnitude stronger than the nonlinearity due to quadratic
coupling. Notably, it crucially requires the cavity being coupled to
the propagating field, and it does not have an equivalent in a closed
system of a mechanical oscillator coupled to an isolated optical
mode [52].

7. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have presented the observation and characterization of a previ-
ously unreported broadband thermal noise in optical cavities, TIN.
It originates from the quadratic transduction of cavity frequency
fluctuations within the optical cavity linewidth. The key qualita-
tive feature of TIN is that it creates classical intensity fluctuations
in an optical field resonant with the cavity, which is otherwise
shot-noise limited. To the lowest order, the TIN magnitude grows
quadratically with the ratio of rms thermal frequency fluctuations

by the optical linewidth, and therefore it strongly affects high-
finesse optical cavities with large frequency fluctuations, such as
microcavities at room temperature.

Thermal intermodulation noise in optomechanical exper-
iments can be avoided by using cavities with low finesse
(equivalently, low g 0/κ) and by coupling them to mechanical
resonators with lower total thermal fluctuations, i.e., those that
have fewer mechanical modes, higher frequency, and higher Q for
all modes. The latter consideration could make the fundamental
modes of mechanical resonators (e.g., low-mass trampolines [53])
seem preferable compared to high-Q but high-order PnC defect
soft-clamped modes. In this context, a newly proposed method
of exploiting self-similar structures as mechanical resonators with
soft-clamped fundamental modes [54] could potentially be fruitful
for overcoming TIN. Another way of reducing the TIN is laser
cooling of mechanical motion, either by dynamical backaction of
a red-detuned beam or by active feedback. In this case, however, all
mechanical modes that contribute to the total cavity noise must be
efficiently cooled, which could be technically challenging.

The raw measurement data, analysis scripts, and membrane
designs are available in [55].
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